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Abstract. Applying refactoring in a model-driven software engineering context raises many new challenges that need to be addressed. In
this paper, we consider model-driven software development based on the
code generation framework AndroMDA. Considering the UML profile for
AndroMDA, we come up with a number of domain-specific model refactorings. In its most recent version, the AndroMDA code generation can
be based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) which has evolved
towards the de facto standard technology to specify UML models. We
show how domain-specific refactorings can be specified by EMF transformation incorporating graph transformation concepts. This opens up
the possibility to reason about domain-specific refactorings in a formal
way.

1

Introduction

In the realm of software engineering, we are witnessing an increasing momentum
towards the use of models for developing software systems. This trend, commonly referred to as model-driven software engineering, emphasizes on models
as the primary artifacts in all phases of software development, from requirements analysis over system design to implementation, deployment, verification
and validation. This uniform use of models promises to cope with the intrinsic complexity of software-intensive systems by raising the level of abstraction,
and by hiding the accidental complexity of the underlying technology as much
as possible [6]. The use of models thus opens up new possibilities for creating,
analyzing, manipulating and formally reasoning about systems at a high-level of
abstraction.
To reap all the benefits of model-driven engineering, however, it is essential to
install a sophisticated mechanism of model transformation, that enables a wide
range of different automated activities such as translation of models (expressed in
different modeling languages), generating code from models, model refinement,
model synthesis or model extraction, model restructuring etc. To achieve this,
languages, formalisms, techniques and tools that support model transformation
are needed. Such tools and techniques are starting to emerge.
Model refactoring is a specific kind of model transformation that allows us
to improve the structure of the model while preserving its semantics. In this

paper, we consider refactoring in model-driven software development. In this
context, two aspects of model refactoring are of special interest: (1) Domainspecific modeling languages or domain-specific extensions of existing modeling
languages (such as UML profiles), are used and lead to new, domain-specific
refactorings. (2) Models are used to generate code where especially the domainspecific extensions drive the code generation. By code generation, models get
some kind of semantics. Thus, we consider the model semantics to be preserved,
if the behavior of the generated application is preserved. Often, a substantial
part of the source code can be generated automatically from the models, while
other parts still need to be implemented manually. If a model is refactored, how
should the associated hand-written source code be modified accordingly? Vice
versa, if this source code is refactored, how will the models be affected?
In this paper, we concentrate on domain-specific refactorings and report on
our experience with expressing such model refactorings for AndroMDA [2], a
state-of-the-art tool for model-driven software development. The AndroMDA
code generator is a generic code generation engine which can be adapted to certain domains by so-called cartridges. Pre-existing cartridges enable the generation of web applications based on open source libraries such as Spring, Hibernate,
and J2EE. We use AndroMDA to generate a simple university calendar as web
application from a UML model.
Since the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) has become a key reference
for UML model specification in the world of model-driven development, we propose to specify refactorings as EMF model transformations and use a rule-based
approach to EMF transformation based on graph transformation concepts [4].
Although not shown in this paper, this opens up the possibility for formal analysis of EMF model refactorings. In [10], we consider the connection between EMF
transformations and graph transformations in more detail. In [13], we show how
conflicts and dependencies between refactorings can be analysed based on graph
transformation.
This paper presents our recent work on refactoring of AndroMDA-generated
applications on the model level. We present our ideas in a tutorial style, due
to the complexity of the AndroMDA-approach and due to space limitations. In
contrast to our previous work, this paper is therefore informal in nature. For a
more comprehensive introduction to AndroMDA the reader is referred to [2].
This paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we give a short
introduction to the main concepts of AndroMDA from the modeling point of
view and discuss one concrete model refactoring. In Section 3, we present an
overview on domain-specific refactorings in the AndroMDA context, before some
of them are specified by EMF transformation rules in Section 4. We summarize
our work and conclude with an outline of future work in Sections 5 and 6.

2

Model-driven development with AndroMDA

This section presents the model-driven development by AndroMDA, illustrated
by developing a small web application for a simple university calendar. First the

Fig. 1. Domain model for a simple university calendar

underlying data model is designed and thereafter, application-specific services
and web presentation features are added in a model-driven way. This means that
use cases are defined and refined by activity diagrams that can use controllers and
services. The resulting application is not hundred percent generated, since service
and controller bodies have to be coded by hand. After this tutorial introduction
to AndroMDA, we discuss a refactoring step useful in this context.
2.1

Developing a web application with AndroMDA

AndroMDA is one of the main tools for model-driven software development. Its
transformation engine is driven by so-called cartridges, structuring code generation. In the AndroMDA framework, a number of cartridges is already available
realizing the generation of web applications based on UML models following a
special profile. Both, the Java and the .NET platforms are supported by existing
cartridges.
The model-driven development process of AndroMDA is based on use cases.
A web application generated by AndroMDA has a three-tier architecture consisting of a service layer building up on a data base, controllers using the services
defined, and a web presentation.
We illustrate the usage of AndroMDA by a simple university calendar application. The underlying data model for this application is shown in the class
diagram in Figure 1, while its services and controllers are presented in the UML
class diagram in Figure 2. The basic entities are Rooms that can be occupied for
giving a Lecture or a Seminar. AndroMDA can generate a default web interface for managing lectures, seminars and rooms, just based on this class diagram.
Users can add and delete instances, change attribute values and perform searches
[2].
The AndroMDA-profile for UML can be considered to be a domain-specific
modeling language, dependent on cartridges used, mainly dedicated to the generation of web applications. Stereotypes and tagged values especially guide the

Fig. 2. Services and controllers for a simple university calendar

code generation process. We consider stereotypes and tagged values in the AndroMDA UML profile as far as they are needed to develop our example. For a
complete overview of all available stereotypes and how to use them we refer to
[2].
Stereotype Entity attached to a class is used to represent a data entity
to be stored in a database. If, additionally, the Manageable stereotype is
used, it causes AndroMDA to generate a default web presentation for managing the corresponding entities. Service is a class stereotype used to specify
application-specific services. These services typically use one or more entities
that store the data used by the services. For example, LectureService implements a service called findLecture() that relies on entities Lecture and Room
for its proper functioning. Note that the implementation of this service needs to
be hand-coded. Because of AndroMDA’s naming conventions, the corresponding
method should be called handleFindLecture().
For the model-driven development of a web presentation, we extend the model
by use cases that are refined by activity diagrams. This model part describes the
web presentation and its usage of controllers based on services. To illustrate
the development of web applications, we develop a specific use case diagram for
lectures (see Figure 3). Use case Search lectures has two stereotypes being
FrontEndUseCase, which determines the use case to be visible to the user
in the form of a web page, and FrontEndApplication, which defines this use
case to be the starting one.
Use case Edit lectures is refined by an activity diagram in the following. It
defines editing and storing of lectures (see Figure 4). Activity Load Lecture is
an internal activity that calls controller method loadLecture() defined in class

Fig. 3. Example of a use case model in AndroMDA

Fig. 4. Example of an activity diagram specifying use case Edit lectures

EditController. Again, this method needs to be hand-coded by relying on the
service class LectureService.
Activity Edit Lecture has stereotype FrontEndView implying that this
activity models a web page. Both activities are connected by a transition which
is equipped with signals being used to drive the generation process of web forms.
Triggering signal save activity Save Lecture is performed which calls controller
method saveLecture() using all signal parameters as input. Before saving, this
method should also contain a consistency check for room usage. Thereafter, the
control flow leads back the use case Search lectures. This is also the case if
signal cancel is triggered after having edited a lecture. Both transitions head to
an end activity which is connected to use case Search Lectures and its refining
activity diagram. A connection to another use case is realized by naming the end
activity alike. However, names of end activities are not shown in the diagram
view.
The class model in Figure 1 only shows the data model, but there are also
value object classes for web presentation. To show lectures, a special value object
class for lectures has to be used which is specified by stereotype ValueObject.
This makes sense in terms of encapsulation (think of security, extensibility, etc.)
and corresponds to the layered model-view-controller approach. Necessary information of the business layer is wrapped into so-called “value objects” which
are used for the transfer to the presentation layer. Passing real entity objects

Fig. 5. Generated web page for editing lectures

to the client may pose a security risk. Do you want the client application to
have access to the salary information inside a potentially extended Person entity? Since value objects are used at the presentation layer, the types used are
primitive ones; entity types are not used in that layer.
The model which is shown in the previous figures (except of details and
manually written code parts), is used to generate a web application that contains,
among others, the web page shown in Figure 5. Please note that the names used
as page title, in the edit form and for the buttons are specified as class and
attribute names as well as signal names and parameters in the model. As a
result, a renaming in the class model will have a direct effect in the web page.
2.2

A refactoring example

As an example for domain-specific model refactoring, we discuss the insertion of
a decision structure into an activity diagram. Consider Figure 6 for the refactored
activity diagram in Figure 4. The consistency check which used to be included in
method saveLecture so far, has now been made explicit into the diagram. The
restructuring is useful for further diagram extensions allowing an overview on
available rooms. For explication of the consistency check, a decision structure is
inserted after activity Edit Lecture which calls a new controller method, called
roomFree, and dependent on its result stores the lecture. We assumed that this
consistency check has been included in the controller method before. Now, this
check is made explicit.
Beside model modifications, also hand-written code is affected. Controller
method roomFree is new and has to be implemented. Checking code formerly
integrated in controller method saveLecture has to be extracted and adapted,
as well as method saveLecture itself. After having performed this refactoring,
the web page for editing lectures has not changed, since this modification is
completely internal.

Fig. 6. Activity diagram specifying use case Edit Lecture after renaming

Based on a first analysis of domain-specific model refactorings carried out,
we can derive the following preliminary conclusions:
– Generic model refactorings need to be adapted and refined in presence of
domain-specific models.
– Model refactoring may also affect, and require changes to, the hand-written
source code, in order to keep it synchronized with the generated code. This
may require the need to perform code-level refactorings.

3

Domain-Specific Refactoring

In Section 2, a concrete model refactoring has been applied to a sample AndroMDA model: the insertion of a decision structure in activity diagrams. In
this section, we explore further examples of domain-specific refactorings for AndroMDA models. Often domain-specific refactorings are deduced from “standard” model refactorings. As it turns out, most of these refactorings have observable effects on the generated application, due to the AndoMDA code generator. It has to be discussed how far these modifications shall be considered as
refactorings. For more information on this topic, see [12]. Next to these “standard” refactorings, we also require dedicated “domain-specific” refactorings for
AndroMDA models, as shown in the concrete example above. In the following,
we discuss three categories of transformations and classify them as follows:
1. transformations that do not affect the user interface at all;
2. transformations that do affect the user interface with respect to the usability,
but that do not affect the functionality of the application; and
3. transformations that also affect the actual behaviour of the application.

The latter category does not contain real refactorings in the strict sense
of the word, but it is nevertheless useful and necessary to specify such model
modifications. As pointed out above, transformations which are perceived as
normal refactorings at the model level, can actually extend the behavior, due to
the code generation process.
Pull up Entity Property. When pulling up an entity property to a superclass,
the code generator will automatically generate a new web page corresponding to
this superclass, with search functionality for each manageable entity. Thus, this
transformation belongs to category (3).
Create Value Object. A domain-specific refactoring for AndroMDA models is the
creation of value objects for entities. Given a class with stereotype Entity
(for example, class Lecture), a new class with stereotype Value Object is
created and the entity class becomes dependent on this new class. The value
object class is named after its entity class followed by suffix “VO” (for example,
value object class LectureVO). The entity properties are copied to the value
object class, keeping names and types, by default. If internal information needs
to be kept hidden from the client, the corresponding property is not copied.
This refactoring belongs to category (1) and does not affect any other part of
the model, since the value object class is only created without being used yet.
Rename Entity. Renaming a manageable entity class is reflected by a change
in the title of the corresponding web page for manageable entities. In case that
the renamed entity class comes along with a value object class whose name is
derived from the entity class name (e.g. “LectureVO” is derived from “Lecture”
by suffixing “VO”), renaming has to be accompanied by a renaming of its corresponding value object class. Furthermore, the renaming has to be propagated
to the hand-written code. This refactoring belongs to category (2). Renaming
an entity property can be handled in a similar way, as shown by an example in
[12]. This renaming concerns not only with entity properties, but also with the
properties of derived value objects.
Rename Use Case. Similar to entities, use cases can be renamed as well. This
might have an effect on activity diagrams, since AndroMDA supports the connection of several activity diagrams via use case names. For example, an end
activity of one activity diagram may be named as a use case, which means that
the control flow would continue at the start activity of the corresponding activity
diagram. (For an example see Figure 4.) In the generated web applications, use
cases are listed on the right-hand side of each web page. Again, a renamed use
case would change the usability of the web application, but not its functionality,
so the refactoring belongs to category (2).
Further domain-specific refactorings for AndroMDA models are e.g., Merge
Services where two Service classes are merged into one and all their incoming and outgoing dependencies are adapted, Split Activities where one activity

Fig. 7. Activity diagrams from Figures 4 and 6 as UML2 EMF instance models

is split into two consecutive ones, linked by a transition, and Extract Method
which originates from the standard refactoring set, but shows new effects in the
context of model-driven development. Starting with refactoring at source code
level, it may require synchronization of the corresponding model which, after regenerating the code may involve another modification to the hand-written part
of the code.

4

Specifying domain-specific model refactorings

To realize tool support for domain-specific model refactoring in the context of
AndroMDA, we propose to consider standard technologies. Since the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) [1] has become a key reference for model specification in the world of model-driven development, we rely our approach to model
refactoring on EMF model transformation.
4.1

AndroMDA models as EMF models

As a prerequisite, a specification of the underlying modeling language is needed
which is the UML2 EMF model extended by AndroMDA profiles. The activity diagrams in Figures 4 and 6 are shown as UML2 EMF model instances in
Figure 7.
4.2

Refactoring as EMF transformation

EMF model refactoring can be expressed by EMF model transformation as
shown in [4]. This kind of model transformation is based on the algebraic graph
transformation approach [7] and is performed in-place, i.e., the current model is

Fig. 8. EMF model transformation rule InsertDecision for inserting a new decision
structure into an activity diagram.

directly changed and not copied. Each transformation rule consists of a left-hand
side (LHS), indicating the preconditions of the transformation, a right-hand side
(RHS), formulating the post conditions of the transformations, and optional negative application conditions (NAC), defining forbidden structures that prevent
application of the transformation rule. Objects that are checked as precondition
preserved during a transformation are indicated by colors. Object nodes of the
same color (and having the same number) present one and the same object in
different parts of a rule. While attributes in the LHS may have constant values
or rule variables only, they are allowed to carry Java expressions in the RHS,
too. If the same variable name occurs at different places in a rule, it has the
same value at all these places.
Simple model refactorings can be specified by just a single rule. In the following, we show one refactoring of this kind which specifies the refactoring dicussed
in Section 2.2. Thereafter, we concentrate on refactorings which are described by
one trigger rule applied exactly once in the beginning, and another rule which is
applied afterwards as long as possible, keeping the same parameter setting. This
control flow is directly expressed in Java. It is obvious that also other kinds of
control flow can be specified in this way.
Insert Decision Structure. In Section 2.2, we considered a refactoring of activity
diagrams where a decision structure has been inserted. Figure 8 shows a transformation rule which specifies this kind of structure modification. Here, a special
case is considered where a decision structure is inserted before an action which
is followed by a final node. This model refactoring has to be accompanied by a
refactoring of the corresponding controller method not shown here, due to space
limitations.
Rename Use Case. Figure 9 shows a transformation rule that renames a use
case. Use case names may be used as names of final activities to connect se-

Fig. 9. EMF transformation rule RenameUseCase handling the renaming of a use case.

Fig. 10. EMF transformation rule RenameFinalActivity handling the renaming of a
final activity.

veral activity diagrams. Rule RenameFinalActivity in Figure 10 handles the
case where the use case name is used in some final activity. Thus, its name has
to be updated. This rule has to be applied to all final activities which refer to
the renamed use case. As regular expression, the control flow can be formulated
as follows:
RenameUseCase(n,n2) (RenameFinalActivity(n,n2))*

A graphical way for control flow modeling such as story diagrams in Fujaba
[8], would also be suitable. Directly based on the EMF transformation framework, the following code snippet specifies this control flow in a new method
renameUC(). After automatically generating Java code from transformation rules,
this method is defined manually in plain Java.
public void renameUC(Model model, String useCaseName, String newUCName) {
Boolean triggered = false;
Parameter parameter = new Parameter();
parameter.addParameter("n", useCaseName, "String");
parameter.addParameter("n2", newUCName, "String");
triggered = interpreter.applyRule(model, "RenameUseCase",
null, parameter);
while (triggered)
triggered = interpreter.applyRule(model,"RenameFinalActivity",
null,parameter));
}

Create Value Object. In Figures 11 and 12, two model transformation rules
are shown, which both are needed to perform refactoring Create Value Object

Fig. 11. EMF model transformation rule CreateValueObjectClass for creating a value
object.

Fig. 12. EMF model transformation rule CreateValueObjectProperty for refactoring
Create Value Object

explained in Section 3. Rule CreateValueObjectClass is applied once, creating a
new value object class and a dependency of the entity class on this new class.
A model with an entity class is needed to create a value object class and a
dependency in between. The name of this new value object class is constructed
by taking the entity class name n and adding suffix “VO”. This rule is applied
only if a value object class of this name has not been created yet.
Thereafter, rule CreateValueObjectProperty is applied for each of the properties of the entity class that should occur also in the value object class. Each
time it is applied, it copies a property that has not yet been copied into the
value object. This rule execution is summarized in method createVO() which
can be defined similarly to method renameUC() above.
Rename Entity Property. The renaming of an entity property is specified in
Figure 13 by giving the names of the entity and its property to be renamed and
by determining the new name for this property. Thereafter, we have to check if

Fig. 13. EMF model transformation rule RenameEntityProperty for renaming an entity property.

Fig. 14. EMF model transformation rule RenameVOProperty for renaming a value
object property.

this entity has a value object containing a property with the old name. For these
value objects, the rule in Figure 14 is the appropriate one.
The whole control flow is specified similarly to the refactorings above. Note
that renamed properties might be used in hand-written code implementing controller and service methods. That means EMF model refactoring has to be combined with source code refactoring (here renaming). The development of corresponding tool support is left for future work.
4.3

Analysis of Refactorings

To open up the possibility for analyzing EMF model refactorings, we translate
EMF transformations to graph transformations. In this way, the formal analysis
for graph transformation becomes available for EMF model refactoring. To give
a flavor of what can be achieved, we refer to [13]. A formal specification of refactorings as graph transformation rules allows us to reason about dependencies
between different types of refactorings. Such a static analysis of potential conflicts and dependencies between refactorings can be helpful for the user during
the interactive process of trying to improve the software quality by means of
disciplined model transformations.

Although EMF models show a graph-like structure and can be transformed
similarly to graphs, there is an important difference between both. In contrast
to graphs, EMF models have a distinguished tree structure that is defined by
the containment relation between their classes. Each class can be contained in at
most one other class. Since an EMF model may have non-containment references
in addition, the following question arises: What if a class, which is transitively
contained in a root class, has non-containment references to other classes not
transitively contained in some root class? In this case, we consider the EMF
model to be inconsistent. A transformation can invalidate an EMF model, if its
rule deletes one or more objects. To ensure consistent transformations only, rules
that delete objects or containment links or redirect them, have to be equipped
with additional NACs. The rules we have shown in this section, do not delete
any object, thus can be easily translated to graph transformation rules.

5

Related Work

Sunyé et al. [17] were the first to apply the idea of refactoring at the level of UML
models. Others like Astels [3] and Markovic and Baar [11] followed. They considered mainly class models and ported refactoring known from object-oriented
programming to UML class models. With respect to refactoring of behavioral
models, not much work is available. We are only aware of a few approaches that
address the problem of refactoring state diagrams, as presented in [15, 16, 20]. In
our approach, we consider also the refactoring of use case and activity diagrams.
Various researchers have proposed to use some kind of rule-based approach to
specify model refactorings, so it appears to be a natural choice: Graph transformation-based approaches are used in [5, 9, 13]. Porres [15] presents the transformation language SMW to specify model refactorings. This script language is
also rule-based and resembles the Object Constraint Language (OCL). Van Der
Straeten and D’Hondt [18] use a rule-based approach to apply model refactorings, based on description logics. We decided for a specification of UML model
refactoring based on EMF model transformation to be compatible with upcoming UML CASE tools based on EMF.

6

Conclusion and Open Problems

Model-driven software engineering offers automated code generation techniques
which can be used to deal with complex software in a systematic way. The level
of abstraction is raised from code to models. Software refactoring is a proven
technique to improve software in a structured, semi-automated manner. By integrating the process of refactoring into model-driven software development, we
arrive at what we call model-driven software refactoring. We have chosen AndroMDA as concrete approach to model-driven development and illustrated it
by developing a simple web application. On this base, we discussed a number
of domain-specific model refactorings. Larger applications will certainly lead to
further kinds of domain-specific model refactorings. A catalog of domain-specific

model refactorings for AndroMDA-generated web applications is left to future
work.
We have expressed AndroMDA model refactorings as EMF model transformations. This approach has the advantage of defining refactorings in a generic
way, while still being able to provide tool support with commonly used modeling
frameworks such as EMF. Since the EMF transformation approach we use is very
close to algebraic graph transformation, it provides a basis for a translation of
model refactorings to graph transformations and thus to formally specify and
analyse model refactorings.
The code generation of AndroMDA is organized in cartridges. Different UML
profiles, also combinations of those, are assigned to cartridges. They are used
for modeling the application and for driving the code generation process. The
model semantics are dependent on the code generation cartridges used. Considering model refactoring in this context means to take domain-specific model
elements into account and to come up with so-called domain-specific refactoring.
Since code generation is not hundred percent, it might happen that model refactorings require code modifications to keep model and code synchronized. The
other way around, refactoring of manually written code might lead to model
adaptation, and after another code generation might cause a further adaptation
of the just refactored code. In future work, the formal specification and analysis
of synchronized model and code refactoring needs to be further investigated.
(For more information on source code-consistent UML refactorings see [19].)
Although the chosen EMF transformation approach is powerful enough to
specify EMF model refactorings, features such as multi-nodes representing sets
of model elements, and optional nodes that do not have to exist, are useful
to allow a more compact notation of refactorings. These features are offered
by graph transformation approaches as used in Fujaba [8] and Moflon [14]. To
further reason about refactorings, the translation of such features to algebraic
graph transformation has to be considered and analysis techniques have to be
extended to cover these features.
We have seen that refactorings in model-driven development may have a
high impact. Due to the fact that the code generator automatically produces
new types of elements based on existing elements, a seemingly simple change
might already propagate to many different places. A tool that implements such
model refactorings will therefore need to take these issues into account to ensure
that the refactoring does not lead to inconsistent models and code. A precise
specification of such refactorings having effect on several model parts is an important first step.
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